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Initial thoughts / challenge

‣ How do we rapidly build isolation capacity for those tested positive & need treatment?  

‣ How can we take these facilities to where they are needed? 

‣ Can these be setup quickly, dissembled and transported? 

‣ Can they be stacked in a truck? 

‣ Can it meet the basic requirements from a medical / hospital care perspective? 

‣ Is it cost efficient and long lasting? 

‣ Does it need lot of space to store for later use?



Typical isolation facility

Credits:

Allotted space for 
medical equipment

Proper ventilation

Bed

Enough area for medical 
worker to move  around

Essential components of isolation facilities:



Inspiration & Initial thoughts 

The mango box can be collapsed flat. 

From here came my initial thoughts. 

Can I develop a cube, which can be 
assembled from a set of flat panels that are 
hinged? 

The design evolved from here….

The patient bed can be collapsible? Gets flush with the panel?



Development, options, ideas 



Cocoon!
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Built in door, A/C vents, gas lines, electric points, cot for patient  - windows can be incorporated 
made of shatter proof glass - to bring in light & visibility 

6 flat insulated aluminium panels hinged - Can be assembled into a cube



Facts

Assembled by 245-60 mins set-up time per cube

3x3x3 meters Stackable storage/transport

Deployable at:

Homes Hospitals Flat outdoor areas Stadiums/Malls Schools



Features

Electricity and Gas outlet

A/C duct, with HEPA filter

Sufficient space for medical equipment and 1 healthcare worker

Bed size of 3.2 x 6.8 feet complies to medical standards. Bed as well 
as feet fold into adjacent panel, in a flush manner.  

If the bed is required in the centre, it can be collapsed vertically.

Panels made out of PUF Insulated Aluminium Sandwich Panels - 
lightweight, sturdy, durable.



System design
Modular capabilities — functions indoors and outdoors

Fresh air in
Air out

Can be attached to central air conditioning system as well as electricity and gas (e.g oxygen) connections. 
Common toilets, storages, nursing stations can be added.



Transportation & Storage

Can be stacked and stored for long periods of 
time. High density storage.

Efficiency and ease in transporting isolation 
facilities rapidly in times of need. 



cocoon 
/kəˈkuːn/ 

Verb 

1. Envelop in a protective or comforting way.
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